Introduction {#sec1}
============

Browning meats during cooking imparts flavor, but it also forms heterocyclic amines (HCAs) such as 2-amino-3-methylimidazo\[4,5-*f*\]quinoline (IQ) (Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}).^[@ref1]−[@ref5]^ IQ is produced in cooking at parts per billion levels.^[@ref6],[@ref7]^ It has also been detected in tobacco smoke.^[@ref8]^ IQ induces tumors in rodents and monkeys.^[@ref9]−[@ref12]^ Liver, forestomach, and lung tumors have been observed in mice,^[@ref13]^ whereas liver, intestine, zymbal gland, clitoral gland, skin,^[@ref14]^ mammary gland, and ear duct tumors have been observed in rats.^[@ref15]^ IQ exhibits TD~50~ values of 0.7 and 14.7 mg/kg/day in rats and mice, respectively.^[@ref16]^ Human exposures, estimated to be 60 ng/day,^[@ref17]^ are likely to contribute to cancer etiology.^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ Human exposures to HCAs have been associated with cancers of the pancreas,^[@ref20]^ colon,^[@ref21]^ prostate,^[@ref22]^ and breast.^[@ref23],[@ref24]^ HCAs and their metabolites have been isolated from human urine.^[@ref25]^

![Bioactivation of IQ\
Cytochrome P450-mediated N-hydroxylation followed by N-acetylation of the hydroxylamine and deacetylation forms an electrophilic aryl nitrenium ion. The aryl nitrenium ion alkylates guanine in DNA via the IQ amine nitrogen to form the C8-dG-IQ adduct or, alternatively, alkylates DNA via the C5 position of the IQ ring to form the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct.](tx-2015-00140w_0002){#sch1}

IQ is a strong mutagen in *Salmonella typhimurium* reversion (Ames) assays and is active in both point and frameshift tester strains.^[@ref3],[@ref26],[@ref27]^ It is particularly active in tester strain TA98, which is designed to detect two-nucleotide deletions in a CG repeat sequence. Despite the fact that IQ is formed at lower levels than another HCA, 2-amino-1-methyl-6-phenylimidazo\[4,5-*b*\]pyridine (PhIP),^[@ref28]^ it is two orders of magnitude more mutagenic than PhIP in TA98 cells.^[@ref3]^ IQ is also an order of magnitude more mutagenic than that of the mycotoxin, aflatoxin B~1~.^[@ref18]^ Consequently, it may play a significant role in mutagenesis. IQ gives rise to mutations at G:C base pairs in *Escherichia coli*([@ref29],[@ref30]) and induces two-nucleotide frameshifts in CG repeats. The mammalian *hprt*([@ref31]) and *ef-2*([@ref32]) gene assays reveal similar levels of mutations induced by IQ. In mammalian cells, base pair substitutions predominate.^[@ref33]−[@ref35]^ Sister chromatid exchange has been observed in rodent cells exposed to IQ.^[@ref36]−[@ref38]^

IQ-mediated genotoxicity is primarily derived from CYP P450 oxidation to an *N*-hydroxylamine,^[@ref39]−[@ref43]^ although extra-hepatic CYP P450s have been shown to oxidize HCAs with lower efficiencies (Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}).^[@ref44]^ N-Acetyl transferases, particularly NAT2,^[@ref45]−[@ref47]^ then acetylate the *N*-hydroxylamine. In humans, the *NAT2* fast acetylator polymorphism has been correlated with increased genotoxicity and cancer.^[@ref48]−[@ref50]^ Solvolysis of the N-acetoxy intermediate yields the ultimate electrophile, a nitrenium ion.^[@ref35],[@ref44]^ This species reacts predominately at C8-dG, while a minor alkylation product is formed at *N*^2^-dG.^[@ref51]−[@ref53]^ IQ may also be metabolized to a reactive and genotoxic *N*-nitrosamine that exhibits similar regioselectivity with regard to DNA alkylation.^[@ref54],[@ref55]^

Levels of C8- and *N*^2^-dG-IQ adducts have been measured in rat and primate tissues using mass spectrometry.^[@ref56],[@ref57]^ Turesky and co-workers^[@ref58]^ monitored C8-dG-IQ adduct formation in human hepatocyte cells using tandem liquid chromatography--electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. Levels ranged from 7 to 26 adducts per 10^7^ bases. Although it is less abundant in DNA, the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct was more persistent in rat tissues, suggesting that it is repaired less efficiently.^[@ref59]^ Consequently, it has been anticipated that the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct may play a significant role in IQ-mediated genotoxicity.

The preparation of phosphoramidite reagents of the C8- and *N*^2^-dG-IQ adducts in which the Buchwald--Hartwig palladium-catalyzed *N*-arylation was the key C--N bonding-forming step,^[@ref60]−[@ref63]^ allowed site-specific incorporation of these adducts into oligodeoxynucleotides using solid-phase synthesis. Subsequently, the conformation of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct was determined in the 5′-d(C^1^T^2^C^3^G^4^G^5^C^6^[X]{.ul}^7^C^8^C^9^A^10^T^11^C^12^)-3′:5′-d(G^13^A^14^T^15^G^16^G^17^C^18^G^19^C^20^C^21^G^22^A^23^G^24^)-3′ duplex; [X]{.ul} = *N*^2^-dG-IQ.^[@ref64]^ This duplex contained the recognition sequence of the *Nar*I restriction endonuclease, 5′-d(CG^1^G^2^CX^3^CC)-3′, in which X^3^ in the *Nar*I sequence corresponds to X^7^ in this dodecamer. When placed at the X^7^ position, the IQ moiety intercalated, with the IQ H4a and CH~3~ protons facing the minor groove and the IQ H7a, H8a, and H9a protons facing the major groove. The adducted nucleotide maintained the *anti* conformation about the glycosidic bond. The complementary dC was extruded into the major groove. The duplex maintained its thermal stability, which was attributed, in part, to stacking between the IQ heterocyclic ring and the 5′- and 3′-neighboring base pairs. The base-displaced intercalated conformation of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct differed from that of the C8-dG-IQ adduct,^[@ref65]^ providing insight as to the persistence of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct^[@ref59]^ and its processing during replication and repair.

The *Nar*I sequence, 5′-d(G^1^G^2^CG^3^CC)-3′, provides a platform for investigating sequence-specific perturbation of DNA conformation by IQ adducts, in relationship to biological processing.^[@ref66]−[@ref71]^ In bacterial systems, the G^3^ position is a hot spot for two-base frameshift deletions, whereas the G^1^ position is not.^[@ref67]−[@ref69],[@ref71]^ As well, Choi et al.^[@ref72]^ showed that the human DNA polymerase (hpol) η produces two-base deletions when replicating past the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct located at position G^3^, but it does not when located at position G^1^, *in vitro*.

Presently, in an effort to understand how sequence context in the *Nar*I restriction site modulates the processing of *N*^2^-dG-IQ adducts, the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct has been incorporated into 5′-d(C^1^T^2^C^3^[X]{.ul}^4^G^5^C^6^G^7^C^8^C^9^A^10^T^11^C^12^)-3′:5′-d(G^13^A^14^T^15^G^16^G^17^C^18^G^19^C^20^C^21^G^22^A^23^G^24^)-3′; [X]{.ul} = *N*^2^-dG-IQ, in which the modified nucleotide [X]{.ul}^4^ corresponds to G^1^ in the *Nar*I sequence (Chart [1](#cht1){ref-type="chart"}). The conformation of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct in this duplex, as determined by NMR spectroscopy, is similar to its conformation at the [X]{.ul}^7^ position (the G^3^ position of the *Nar*I sequence).^[@ref64]^ The IQ heterocyclic ring forms a base-displaced intercalated conformation, disrupting Watson--Crick hydrogen bonding at the lesion site, and flips the complementary cytosine into the major groove. Thus, the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct favors a base-displaced intercalated conformation at both positions G^1^ and G^3^ of the *Nar*I sequence. Small changes in the two base-displaced intercalated conformations at the G^1^ vs G^3^ positions, and differences in their biological processing, e.g., by hpolη, may be due to differences in the respective 3′-flanking sequences, the importance of which have been previously noted by Cho and co-workers.^[@ref73]−[@ref75]^ The sequence-dependent conformational behavior of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct differs from that of the C8-dG-IQ adduct, which favors the base-displaced intercalated conformation when placed at position G^3^,^[@ref65]^ but it orients in the minor groove when placed at positions G^1^ or G^2^.^[@ref76]^

![(A) Structure of 2-Amino-3-methylimidazo\[4,5-*f*\]quinoline (IQ), (B) Structure of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ Adduct, Showing the Numbering of Guanine Base and IQ Protons, and (C) The Duplex Containing the *Nar*I Sequence, Showing the Numbering of the Nucleotides[a](#cht1-fn1){ref-type="p"}](tx-2015-00140w_0005){#cht1}

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Sample Preparation {#sec2.1}
------------------

The synthesis of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ-adducted oligodeoxynucleotide, 5′-d(CTC[X]{.ul}GCGCCATC)-3′, has been described.^[@ref63]^ The oligodeoxynucleotide 5′-d(GATGGCGCCGAG)-3′, purified by anion exchange chromatography, was obtained from the Midland Certified Reagent Company (Midland, TX). The oligodeoxynucleotides were purified by HPLC using an acetonitrile gradient from 5 to 12% over 35 min in ammonium formate (pH 7) with a base-deactivated C18 Supesilco LS-18-DB column (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The oligodeoxynucleotides were characterized MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry in the negative ion mode using a hydroxypicolinic acid matrix. The oligodeoxynucleotides were annealed in 180 μL of 0.1 M NaCl, 0.05 mM Na~2~EDTA, and 10 mM NaH~2~PO~4~ (pH 7.0).

Thermal Melting Experiments {#sec2.2}
---------------------------

UV thermal melting data were collected on Cary 100 Bio UV spectrometer using 0.5 OD of duplex in 1 mL of solution containing 0.1 M NaCl, 10 mM NaH~2~PO~4~, and 0.05 mM Na~2~EDTA (pH 7.0). The temperature was increased from 25 to 75 °C at a rate of 1 °C/min. The *T*~m~ values were calculated from first-derivative analyses of the resulting plots.

Circular Dichroism {#sec2.3}
------------------

The samples contained 0.5 A~260~ units of duplex in 800 μL of 0.1 M NaCl, 0.05 mM Na~2~EDTA, and 10 mM Na~2~HPO~4~ (pH 7.0). Data was obtained by signal averaging on a Jasco 720 spectropolarimeter (Jasco, Inc., Easton, MD) with a response time of 1 s, a scan rate of 20 nm/min, and step resolution of 1 nm across a wavelength of 210--400 nm. Ten scans were signal-averaged.

NMR {#sec2.4}
---

Spectra were obtained at 900 MHz using a 5 mm cryogenic probe (Bruker Biospin Inc., Billerica, MA). Oligodeoxynucleotides were prepared at a duplex concentration of 78 nM in 180 μL of 100 mM NaCl, 50 μM Na~2~EDTA, in 10 mM Na~2~HPO~4~ (pH 7.0). To observe nonexchangeable protons samples were exchanged with D~2~O and dissolved in 180 μL of 99.996% D~2~O. NOESY^[@ref77]^ spectra were collected at 150, 200, or 250 ms mixing times and relaxation delay of 1.8 s, using TPPI quadrature detection. Data were recorded with 2K real points in the *t2* dimension and 512 real points in the *t1* dimension. Spectra were zero-filled during processing to create a 2K × 2K matrix. The temperature was 15 °C. To observe exchangeable protons, samples were prepared in 9:1 H~2~O/D~2~O. Water suppression was achieved by the Watergate pulse sequence.^[@ref78]^ NOESY spectra were collected at 5 °C with a 100 ms mixing time and a relaxation delay of 1.2 s. Chemical shifts were referenced to the chemical shift of water at the corresponding temperature, with respect to trimethylsilyl propanoic acid (TSP). Data were processed with TOPSPIN (2.0.b.6, Bruker Biospin Inc., Billerica, MA).

NMR Experimental Restraints {#sec2.5}
---------------------------

The spectral data were evaluated using the program SPARKY.^[@ref79]^ The intensities of NOE cross-peaks were measured by volume integrations. The bounds for overlapped peaks were optimized manually. Noise was assigned half the intensity of the weakest peak, and motion was assumed to be isotropic. The integrated intensities of the cross-peaks were combined with calculated intensities generated from complete relaxation matrix analysis of the starting DNA structure to generate a hybrid intensity matrix.^[@ref80],[@ref81]^ The program MARDIGRAS,^[@ref82]−[@ref84]^ using the RANDMARDI^[@ref84],[@ref85]^ algorithm, was used to refine the hybrid matrix by iteration between the calculated and experimental NOE intensities, yielding calculated interproton distances. The calculations were initiated using isotropic correlation times of 2, 3, and 4 ns. Analysis of these calculated interproton distances yielded experimental distance restraints used in subsequent molecular dynamics calculations.

Restrained Molecular Dynamics Calculations {#sec2.6}
------------------------------------------

A starting structure in which G^4^ in the B-type DNA duplex^[@ref86]^ was replaced by the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct was built in InsightII (Accelrys Inc., San Diego, CA). Partial charges for the modified base were calculated in GAUSSIAN^[@ref87]^ using the basis set B3LYP/6-31G\*.^[@ref64]^ The starting structure was energy-minimized for 1000 cycles using the steepest descent method. The generalized Born model^[@ref88]^ with parameters developed by Tsui and Case^[@ref89]^ was used for implicit water simulation. rMD calculations with a simulated annealing protocol using 0.1 M salt were run using AMBER 10^[@ref90]^ and the parm99^[@ref91]^ force field. A force constant of 32 kcal mol^--1^ Å^--2^ was applied to all restraints. A simulated annealing protocol^[@ref92]^ coupled the molecule to a heat bath was used for temperature control. The system was heated to 600 K in 1 ps, held for 1 ps, cooled to 100 K in 16 ps, and then cooled to 0 K in 2 ps using an 18 Å cutoff. Data were recorded every picosecond. Further refinement was performed using a longer 100 ps (100 000 steps) protocol. Here, the temperature was increased from 0 to 600 K during steps 0 to 5000 with a coupling of 0.5 steps. The temperature was held at 600 K from steps 5001 to 10 000. The system was then cooled from 600 to 100 K over steps 10 001 to 90 000 with a coupling of 4 ps. The system was cooled to 0 K from steps 90 001 to 100 000 with a coupling of 1 ps. Structure coordinates were energy-minimized and saved after each calculation. Nine refined structures were used to create an average structure determined by the lowest deviation from experimental intensities. The average structure was subjected to potential energy minimization using the conjugate gradients method. Theoretical NMR intensities for the calculated structure were determined using CORMA.^[@ref80],[@ref81]^ Calculations were run until sixth root residuals (R~1~^*x*^ values) for NOE intensities of the individual bases as well as the overall residuals for the duplex were below 10%. Helicoidal analysis on the average structure was performed using the CURVES+ web server.^[@ref93],[@ref94]^

Results {#sec3}
=======

Sample Preparation and Characterization {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------------

The *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct was incorporated into 5′-d(CTC[X]{.ul}GCGCCATC)-3′ using automated solid-phase synthesis.^[@ref63]^ It was located at position X^4^, corresponding to position G^1^ in the *Nar*I sequence (Chart [1](#cht1){ref-type="chart"}). The modified oligodeoxynucleotide was purified by C18 reverse-phase HPLC and characterized by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry in negative ion mode (modified strand *m*/*z* obsvd, 3779; calcd, 3778; complementary strand *m*/*z* obsvd, 3712; calcd, 3711). Thermal melting (*T*~m~) profiles of 0.5 A~260~ units of the IQ-modified duplex were monitored at 100 mM NaCl (1 mL volume) as a function of temperature by absorbance at 260 nm. An unmodified duplex was evaluated under the same conditions to provide a basis for comparison. The *T*~m~ of the modified duplex was 62 °C, compared to the unmodified duplex, which had a melting temperature of 63 °C. Thus, the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct did not greatly reduce the thermal stability of this oligodeoxynucleotide duplex. This result was similar to that observed for the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct located at position G^3^ (*T*~m~ 63 °C) (Table S1, [Supporting Information](#notes-4){ref-type="notes"}).^[@ref64]^

Circular Dichroism {#sec3.2}
------------------

The G^1^ and G^3^*N*^2^-dG-IQ adducts exhibited maximum UV intensities at 270 nm (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In the CD spectrum, a blue shift of 5 nm relative to the unmodified duplex was observed. Below 260 nm, the CD of the G^1^ and G^3^*N*^2^-dG-IQ modified duplexes were similar to that of the unmodified duplex. The sign of the molar ellipticity inverted at 260 and 264 nm, respectively, for the G^1^ and G^3^ adducts, and each exhibited spectral minima at 248 nm, as compared to the unmodified duplex, for which the sign of the molar ellipticity inverted at 261 nm and which exhibited a spectral minima at 248 nm. However, the magnitudes of the molar ellipticities of the G^1^ and G^3^ adducts were reduced with respect to those of the unmodified *Nar*I duplex. For the C8-dG-IQ single-stranded sample, the IQ-induced circular dichroic signal was reported at 300--360 nm,^[@ref61]^ although it was broad. For the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adducted samples, there was negligible circular dichroic signal detected in this range. Likewise, the UV absorption spectrum was null in this range.

![CD spectra for the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct when positioned at G^1^ or G^3^ as compared to the CD spectrum of the unmodified *Nar*I sequence.](tx-2015-00140w_0006){#fig1}

NMR {#sec3.3}
---

### Assignments of Nonexchangeable DNA Protons {#sec3.3.1}

At 15 °C, the *N*^2^-dG-IQ duplex yielded sharp, well-resolved resonances for nonexchangeable protons (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The assignments were made according to established procedures.^[@ref95],[@ref96]^ A complete set of sequential NOEs was observed for both the modified strand and the complementary strand. At the modified X^4^ base, the sequential X^4^ H8 to X^4^ H1′ NOE was of similar intensity to that of the other purine H8 to H1′ NOEs. In the complementary strand, at the C^21^ base pair, the sequential C^21^ H1′ to G^22^ H8 NOE was weak, suggesting that the presence of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ lesion resulted in a greater distance between these protons in the complementary strand. The G^7^ H8 and G^19^ H8 resonances severely overlapped over the temperature range that the NOESY data were collected. However, base pairs C^6^:G^19^ and G^7^:C^18^ are two and three base pairs removed from the adduct site in the 3′-direction, and their chemical shifts were within ±0.05 ppm of the G^7^ H8 and G^19^ H8 resonances in the unmodified duplex, suggesting that these base pairs were largely unaffected by the presence of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct. With the assignments of the deoxyribose H1′ resonances in hand, the deoxyribose H2′, H2″, H3′, and most of the H4′ resonances could be assigned unequivocally. The stereotopic assignments of the H5′ and H5″ protons were not completed. The assignments of the nonexchangeable protons are tabulated in Table S2 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-4){ref-type="notes"}.

![Expanded region of the NOESY spectrum showing NOE connectivity between base aromatic protons and deoxyribose anomeric protons for the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct located at the G^1^ position of the *Nar*I restriction sequence. (A) Bases C^1^--C^12^ of the modified strand. (B) Bases G^13^--G^24^ of the complementary strand. The spectrum was acquired at 900 MHz with a NOE mixing time of 150 ms. The temperature was 15 °C.](tx-2015-00140w_0007){#fig2}

### Exchangeable Protons {#sec3.3.2}

Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows an expansion of the far downfield region of the NOESY spectrum, showing NOEs between the Watson--Crick imino protons and the amino protons at 5 °C. With the exception of the modified X^4^:C^21^ base pair, all protons involved in Watson--Crick hydrogen bonding were observed. At the modified X^4^:C^21^ base pair, the X^4^ N1H imino proton resonance was identified at 11.8 ppm, but it was nearly completely broadened at 10 °C. The C^21^*N*^4^ H amino protons were not observed. The broadening of the X^4^ N1H proton and the failure to observe the C^21^ N4H protons were attributed to their rapid exchange with water. It exhibited a 1.6 ppm upfield shift as compared to the G^4^ N1H resonance in the unmodified duplex, which indicated that it was not involved in Watson--Crick hydrogen bonding. The X^4^ N1H proton did not show NOE cross-peaks to the C^21^*N*^4^H amino protons. However, the X^4^ N1H proton exhibited a weak NOE to the X^4^*N*^2^ H amino proton of the modified X^4^:C^21^ base pair, observed as a sharp resonance at 9.5 ppm. The X^4^*N*^2^H proton did not exhibit NOEs to the imino protons of the flanking C^3^:G^22^ or G^5^:C^20^ base pairs; however, it did exhibit NOEs to the C^3^*N*^4^ amino protons of the 5′-flanking C^3^:G^22^ base pair as well as IQ protons H4a and H9a. The X^4^*N*^2^H resonance remained sharp to a temperature of 55 °C, which was attributed to the potential for hydrogen bond formation with the nitrogen atom in the IQ ring. No cross-peaks corresponding to the C^21^*N*^4^H amino protons were observed, suggesting that the C^21^ exocyclic amine was likely solvent-exposed (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The assignments of the exchangeable protons are tabulated in Table S3 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-4){ref-type="notes"}.

![Expanded region of the NOESY spectrum showing the exchangeable proton assignments for the *N*^2^-dG-IQ modified duplex at position G^1^ of the *Nar*I restriction sequence. (A) Sequential connectivity of imino protons T^2^--T^11^. (B) NOE connectivity from imino protons to amino protons involved in Watson--Crick hydrogen bonding. The cross-peaks are labeled a′, X^4^*N*^2^H → C^20^*N*^4^Hb; a, X^4^*N*^2^H → C^20^*N*^4^Ha; b′, X^4^*N*^2^H → C^3^*N*^4^Hb; b, X^4^*N*^2^H → C^3^*N*^4^Ha; c′, G^5^ N1H → C^20^*N*^4^Hb; c, G^5^ N1H → C^20^*N*^4^Ha; d′, G^22^ N1H → C^3^*N*^4^Hb; e′, G^19^ N1H → C^6^*N*^4^Hb; e, G^19^ N1H → C^6^*N*^4^Ha; f′, G^16^ N1H → C^9^*N*^4^Hb; f, G^16^ N1H → C^9^*N*^4^Ha; g′, G^17^ N1H → C^8^*N*^4^Hb; g, G^17^ → C^8^*N*^4^Ha; h′, G^7^ N1H → C^18^*N*^4^Hb; h, G^7^ N1H → C^18^*N*^4^Ha; i′, G^24^ N1H → C^1^*N*^4^Hb; i, G^24^ N1H → C^1^*N*^4^Ha; j, T^15^ N3H → A^10^ H2; k, T^11^ N3H → A^14^ H2; l, T^2^ N3H → A^23^ H2; 1, X^4^*N*^2^H → IQ H4a; 2, X^4^*N*^2^H → IQ H9a; 3, G^22^*N*^2^H → IQ H4a. The spectrum was acquired in 90:10 H~2~O:D~2~O at 900 MHz with a NOE mixing time of 150 ms. The temperature was 15 °C.](tx-2015-00140w_0008){#fig3}

### IQ Protons {#sec3.3.3}

The assignment of the IQ adduct protons is shown in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. A strong NOE was observed between the IQ H4a proton, observed at 8.57 ppm, with the IQ CH~3~ protons, observed as a singlet of area three protons, at 3.23 ppm. The IQ H8a (6.9 ppm) and H9a (7.75 ppm) protons were identified on the basis of their scalar coupling interaction. The IQ H7a resonance (8.11 ppm) was assigned on the basis of its NOE to the IQ H8a proton. In the COSY spectrum, the scalar coupling cross-peak between the IQ H7a and H8a protons was broadened, so the coupling constant could not be determined. This was also observed in NMR spectra of the modified nucleoside^[@ref97]^ and had been observed for the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct positioned at G^3^ of the *Nar*I sequence.^[@ref64]^ It was attributed to the presence of the quinoline nitrogen atom adjacent to C7 in the IQ ring. The assignments of the IQ protons are tabulated in Table S4 of the [Supporting Information](#notes-4){ref-type="notes"}.

![Expanded region of the NOESY spectrum showing the assignments of the IQ aryl ring for the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct located at position G^1^ of the *Nar*I restriction sequence. (A) The IQ H4a proton resonance was observed at 8.56 ppm. (B) The IQ H7a resonance was observed at 8.11 ppm. (C) The IQ H9a resonance was observed at 7.74 ppm. (D) The IQ H8a resonance was observed at 6.87 ppm. (E) The IQ CH~3~ resonance was observed at 3.23 ppm. The spectrum was acquired at 900 MHz with a NOE mixing time of 150 ms. The temperature was 15 °C.](tx-2015-00140w_0009){#fig4}

NOEs between IQ Protons and DNA Protons {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------------

A total of 26 NOEs were observed between IQ protons and DNA protons (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The pattern of NOEs for the IQ CH~3~ and H4a protons differed from that of the IQ H7a, H8a, and H9a protons. The IQ CH~3~ and H4a protons exhibited NOEs to the X^4^ and G^5^ protons in the modified strand. The CH~3~ protons showed a strong NOE to X^4^ H1′ and a medium NOE to G^5^ H8. Weaker NOEs were observed to X^4^ H2′, X^4^ H2″ (not shown in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), and G^5^ H1′. The H4a proton showed a strong NOE to X^4^ H1′ and additional NOEs to X^4^ H2′, H2″, and X^4^ H5′, H5″. In contrast, the IQ H7a, H8a, and H9a protons exhibited NOEs to protons in the complementary strand. The H7a proton showed a medium NOE to C^21^ H1′ and weak NOEs to C^20^ H5 and C^20^ H2′, H2″. The IQ H8a proton exhibited medium intensity NOEs to C^20^ H1′, H2′, H2″, and C^21^ H1′, and weak NOEs to C^21^ H2′, H2″, and H5′, H5″. There were also weak NOEs between the IQ H8 proton and C^20^ H6 and G^22^ H8. The IQ H9a proton showed a medium NOE to C^21^ H1′ and a weak NOE to C^20^ H2″, as well as weak NOEs to G^22^ H1′, G^22^ H5′, H5″ and weak NOEs to G^22^ H8 and C^20^ H6 and H6. There were no NOEs observed between the IQ protons and either C^21^ H5 or H6. The NOEs between the IQ moiety and the DNA are summarized in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}.

![Expansion of the NOESY spectrum showing NOEs between the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct located at position G1 of the *Nar*I restriction sequence and the DNA. The peaks are numbered as 1, H4a → X^4^ H2″; 2, H4a → X^4^ H2′; 3, H4a → X^4^ H5′; 4, H4a → X^4^ H5″; 5, H4a → X^4^ H1′; 6, H7a → C^20^ H2′; 7, H7a → C^20^ H2″; 8, H7a → C^20^ H5; 9, H7a → C^20^ H1′; 10, H9a → G^22^ H5′; 11, H9a → G^22^ H5″; 12, H9a → G^22^ H1′; 13, H8a → G^22^ H8; 14, H8a → C^20^ H6; 15, H8a → C^20^ H2′; 16, H8a → C^21^ H2′; 17, H8a → C^20^ H2″; 18, H8a → C^21^ H2″; 19, H8a → C^21^ H5′; 20, H8a → C^21^ H5″; 21, H8a → C^21^ H4′; 22, H8a → C^20^ H1′; 23, H8a → C^21^ H1′; 24, CH~3~ → G^5^ H1′; 25, CH~3~ → X^4^ H1′; 26, CH~3~ → G^5^ H8. The spectrum was acquired at 900 MHz with a NOE mixing time of 150 ms. The temperature was 15 °C.](tx-2015-00140w_0010){#fig5}

###### NOEs from IQ Protons of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ Adduct at Position G^1^ of the *Nar*I Restriction Site to Oligodeoxynucleotide Protons and Relative Intensities of the Cross-Peaks

  IQ proton   NOEs to oligodeoxynucleotide protons
  ----------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  CH~3~       X^4^ H1′, strong; G^5^ H8, medium; G^5^ H1′, weak
  H4a         X^4^ H1′, strong; X^4^ H2″, weak; X^4^ H2′, weak; X^4^ H5″, weak
  H7a         C^21^ H1′, medium; C^20^ H5, medium; C^20^ H2″, weak; C^20^ H2′, weak
  H8a         C^21^ H1′, medium; C^20^ H1′, medium; C^21^ H4′, medium; C^20^ H2″, medium; G^22^ H8, weak; C^20^ H6, weak; C^21^ H2′, weak; C^21^ H2″, weak; C^21^ H5′, weak; C^21^ H5″, weak
  H9a         C^21^ H1′, medium; C^20^ H5, medium; C^20^ H2″, weak; G^22^ H1′, weak

Chemical Shift Effects {#sec3.5}
----------------------

Significant chemical shift perturbations were observed at modified base pair X^4^:C^21^ and flanking base pairs C^3^:G^22^ and G^5^:C^20^ (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). At modified base pair X^4^:C^21^, the X^4^ H8 resonance was shifted downfield 0.47 ppm and the X^4^ H1′ resonance was shifted downfield by 0.74 ppm, relative to the unmodified duplex. The C^21^ H6 and H1′ resonances of the complementary base C^21^ were shifted downfield by 0.81 and 1.26 ppm, respectively. At the 5′-neighbor C^3^:G^22^ base pair, the C^3^ H1′ and H6 resonances were shifted 0.51 and 0.46 ppm downfield, respectively, whereas the G^22^ H1′ and H8 resonances were shifted 0.17 and 0.34 ppm downfield, respectively. At the 3′-neighbor base pair G^5^:C^20^, the G^5^ H8 resonance was shifted 0.28 downfield, whereas the C^20^ H6 resonance was shifted 0.19 ppm upfield. The chemical shifts of the other base pairs were relatively unaffected by the presence of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ lesion, shifting less than 0.1 ppm as compared to the unmodified duplex. The relative pattern of chemical shift perturbations closely resembled that of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct located at position G^7^.^[@ref64]^ In both instances, the cytosine complementary to the adduct, C^21^ in the present instance and C^18^ when the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct was located at position G^7^, exhibited the largest downfield shifts, whereas chemical shift perturbations to the bases to either side of the opposite bases were less than half the magnitude of the base directly opposite, either C^18^ or C^21^ for G^3^ and G^1^. The *N*^2^-dG-IQ H8 proton was shifted downfield as well by 0.4 ppm, and the base protons flanking the modification were also perturbed by a similar magnitude.

![Chemical shift perturbations induced by the presence of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct at position G^1^ of the *Nar*I restriction sequence. (A) The modified strand, showing nucleotides C^1^ → C^12^. (B) The complementary strand, showing nucleotides G^24^ ← G^13^. The black bars represent the deoxyribose H1′ resonances, and the gray bars represent the purine H8 or pyrimidine H6 resonances. In all cases, Δδ = Δδ~unmodified~ -- Δδ~*Nar*IIQ at G~^1^, where negative Δδ values correspond to downfield shifts and positive Δδ values correspond to upfield shifts.](tx-2015-00140w_0011){#fig6}

Structure Refinement {#sec3.6}
--------------------

Overall, a total of 283 NOEs were obtained from NOESY data (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). Of these, 23 NOEs were involved in dipolar interactions between IQ and DNA protons. A total of 49 restraints for Watson--Crick hydrogen bonding were utilized, based upon the observation that the presence of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct prevented Watson--Crick hydrogen bonding only at the modified X^4^:C^21^ base pair. No Watson--Crick hydrogen bonding restraint was applied at the X^4^:C^21^ base pair. A total of 100 empirical phosphodiester backbone torsion angle restraints and 20 deoxyribose pseudorotation restraints based on canonical values for B-DNA^[@ref86]^ were also applied, based upon the observation that the structural perturbation to the DNA duplex was localized at the site of the lesion and the immediately flanking base pairs. These were not applied to base pairs C^3^:G^22^, X^4^:C^21^, and G^5^:C^20^. Ten emergent structures, based on the lowest deviations from experimental and empirical restraints, were selected. The convergence of these 10 structures is shown in Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Overall, these exhibited a maximum pairwise RMSD of 1.3 Å (Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}). The rMD calculations exhibited poorer convergence at base pairs C^1^:G^24^, T^2^:A^23^, and C^3^:G^22^. This was attributed, in part, to the fraying of the duplex at the terminal base pairs.

![Superposition of the 10 structures emergent from the rMD calculations that exhibited the lowest deviations from experimental and empirical restraints. The arrows indicate the positions of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ modified X^4^ nucleotide and the complementary C^21^ nucleotide.](tx-2015-00140w_0012){#fig7}

###### Refinement Statistics for the *N*^*2*^-dG-IQ at Position G^1^ in the *Nar*I Sequence

  ----------------------------------- -----
  NOE Restraints                       
  internucleotide                     155
  intranucleotide                     128
  total                               283
  backbone torsion angle restraints   100
  H-bonding restraints                49
  deoxyribose restraints              20
  total number of restraints          442
  ----------------------------------- -----

  Refinement Statistics                                      
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ----------
  number of distance restraint violations                    70
  number of torsion restraint violations                     46
  total distance penalty/maximum penalty \[kcal mol^--1^\]   3.0/0.24
  total torsion penalty/maximum penalty \[kcal mol^--1^\]    1.7/0.16
  RMS distances (Å)                                          0.012
  RMS angles (deg)                                           2.5
  distance restraint force field \[kcal mol^--1^ Å^--2^\]    32
  torsion restraint force field \[kcal mol^--1^ deg^--2^\]   32

###### Structural Statistics for the Refined Structure of the *N*^*2*^-dG-IQ Adduct at Position G^1^ in the *Nar*I Sequence

  average structure (obtained from 10 structures)   
  ------------------------------------------------- ------
  RMS pairwise difference between structures        1.27
  RMS difference from average structure             0.85

  complete relaxation matrix analysis analysis for average structure[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                   
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------- --------
  R^1^~*x*~[b](#t3fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                            0.091   0.095   0.093
  average error[c](#t3fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                        0.0037

The mixing time was 150 ms.

R~1~*^x^* is the sixth root R factor: ∑\[((*I*~o~)~*i*~^1/6^ -- (*I*~c~)~*i*~^1/6^)/∑(*I*~o~)~*i*~^1/6^\].

Average error: ∑(*I*~c~ -- *I*~o~)/*n*, where the *I*~c~ is the NOE intensity calculated from the refined structure and *I*~o~ is the experimental NOE intensity.

These 10 structures were averaged and subjected to potential energy minimization, yielding an average structure. In the averaged structure, the total distance penalty was 3.0 kcal mol^--1^, with the maximum individual distance penalty being 0.24 kcal mol^--1^. The total torsion angle penalty was 1.7 kcal mol^--1^, with the maximum single torsion angle penalty being 0.16 kcal mol^--1^. Complete relaxation matrix calculations were performed using the program CORMA to evaluate the agreement between the average structure and the NOE data. These showed that the overall sixth root residual (R~1~^*x*^ value) for the average of the structures emergent from the rMD calcutions was 0.09. The sixth root residuals for the individual nucleotides (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) remained below 0.10, with the exception of nucleotides C^8^, G^17^, and C^18^, which remained below 0.15. However, nucleotides C^8^, G^17^, and C^18^ were each at least three nucleotides away from modified base pair X^4^:C^21^, and the greater sixth root residuals observed for these three nucleotides were attributed to less accurate measurements of distances due to spectral overlap involving these nucleotides.

![Sixth root residuals (R~1~^*x*^) obtained from complete relaxation matrix calculations from the average of 10 structures emergent from the rMD calculations of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ modified duplex. The black bars represent intranucleotide sixth root residuals, and the gray bars represent internucleotide sixth root residuals. (A) Nucleotides C^1^--C^12^ in the modified strand. (B) Nucleotides G^13^--G^24^ in the complementary strand.](tx-2015-00140w_0013){#fig8}

Conformation of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ Adduct {#sec3.7}
---------------------------------------

In the average refined structure (Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), modified guanine base X^4^ remained in the *anti* conformation about the glycosidic bond, but it shifted toward the major groove. The IQ ring was intercalated into the duplex. The complementary base C^21^ was displaced from the duplex and was into the major groove. The intercalated IQ ring was positioned such that the imidazole portion of the IQ ring, containing the CH~3~ and H4a protons, oriented toward the modified strand of the duplex, whereas the quinoline moiety, containing the H7a, H8a, and H9a protons, oriented toward the complementary strand. The intercalated IQ moiety remained in-plane with damaged base X^4^. The X^4^ C2--X^4^*N*^2^--IQ C5--IQ C6 dihedral angle was 178°. The stacking of the 5′-neighbor C^3^:G^22^ base pair and of the 5′-neighbor base pair G^5^:C^20^ relative to the modified X^4^ base is shown in Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. The IQ moiety was stacked primarily above the 3′-neighbor G^5^:C^20^ base pair, with the X^4^ guanine base stacked below the 5′-neighbor C^3^:G^22^ base pair. Helicoidal analysis indicated that accommodation of the IQ moiety in the duplex created a localized unwinding and conformational perturbation of the helix. The helical twist decreased by 15° at the adduction site. The tip of the 5′-neighbor base pair C^3^:G^22^ increased by 20°. The tilt between C^3^ and X^4^ decreased by 13°, and between X^4^ and G^5^, it increased by 23°. The roll between bases C^3^ and X^4^ decreased by 24°, and that between X^4^ and G^5^ increased by 21°. The displacement of the complementary base C^21^ into the major groove was evidenced by a 98° increase in base opening as compared to the G^4^:C^21^ base pair in the unmodified duplex. At the lesion site, the average structure of the modified duplex was bent 10° compared to the unmodified duplex.

![Expanded view of the average refined structure of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct located at position G^1^ of the *Nar*I restriction sequence, showing base pairs C^3^:G^22^, X^4^:C^21^, and G^5^:C^20^, as shown from the major groove. The IQ moiety is in magenta.](tx-2015-00140w_0014){#fig9}

![Expanded views of base-stacking interactions for the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct located at position G^1^ of the *Nar*I restriction sequence, as compared to the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct located at position G^3^ of the *Nar*I restriction sequence. (A) The *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct at position G^1^. Stacking of base pair C^3^:G^22^ above base pair X^4^:C^21^, with IQ shown in magenta. (B) The *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct at position G^1^. Stacking of base pair X^4^:C^21^ above base pair G^5^:C^20^. (C) The *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct at position G^3^. Stacking of base pair C^6^:G^19^ above base pair X^7^:C^18^, with IQ shown in magenta. (D) The *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct at position G^3^. Stacking of base pair X^7^:C^18^ above base pair C^8^:G^17^, with IQ shown in magenta.](tx-2015-00140w_0001){#fig10}

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

IQ^[@ref1]−[@ref5]^ is a genotoxic HCA food mutagen that is metabolized to an electrophilic nitrenium ion that alkylates guanines in DNA, forming both C8-dG-IQ and *N*^2^-dG-IQ adducts.^[@ref26]^ It may play a significant role in cancer etiology.^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ Polymerase bypass studies conducted *in vitro* have revealed that the consequences of replication past the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct differ when the lesion was incorporated^[@ref63],[@ref72]^ at position G^1^ vs G^3^ of the *Nar*I restriction endonuclease sequence, 5′-d(G^1^G^2^CG^3^CC)-3′.^[@ref66]−[@ref71]^ Two-base deletions were produced by hpol η when the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct was located at the G^3^ position, but when this lesion was located at the G^1^ position, error-free incorporation of dCTP occurred but further replication stalled.^[@ref72]^ Moreover, in bacteria, the genotoxicity of a number of aryl amine adducts depends upon the relative placement of these lesions, either at the nonreiterated G^1^ position or the reiterated G^3^ position within the *Nar*I sequence.^[@ref66]−[@ref71]^ Consequently, the structural consequences of placing the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct^[@ref51]−[@ref53]^ at the G^1^ vs G^3^ position of the *Nar*I restriction sequence were of interest.

Base-Displaced Intercalated Conformation of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ Adduct at Position G^1^ in the *Nar*I Sequence {#sec4.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The present studies indicate that when the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct is placed at the nonreiterated G^1^ position in the *Nar*I restriction site it adopts a base-displaced intercalated conformation, in which modified base X^4^ remains in the *anti* conformation with respect to the gycosidic torsion angle χ and the IQ heterocyclic ring intercalates and displaces the complementary base, C^21^, into the major groove (Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). The *anti* conformation of modified base X^4^ is supported by the NOE between the X^4^ H8 and X^4^ H1′ protons (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which is of similar intensity as those of the other purine H8 to H1′ NOEs. The positioning of the IQ aryl ring is defined by NOEs between the IQ adduct and DNA (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The IQ CH~3~ and H4a protons exhibit NOEs to X^4^ and G^5^ H1′, indicating that this portion of the IQ aryl ring faces the modified strand. NOEs between the IQ H7a, H8a, and H9a quinoline protons indicate that this portion of the aryl ring faces the complementary strand (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). The intercalated IQ aryl ring stacks with the flanking base pairs C^3^:G^22^ and G^5^:C^20^ (Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). The intercalation of the IQ moiety places the edge of the aryl ring containing the CH~3~, H4a, H7a, H8a, and H9a faces into the minor groove. The chemical shifts of the H4a, H7a, H8a, and H9a IQ proton resonances range from 6.9--8.6 ppm (Table S3, [Supporting Information](#notes-4){ref-type="notes"}). These values, 0.5--0.9 ppm upfield from their spectral positions in the corresponding *N*^2^-dG-IQ nucleoside, indicate a shielding effect from the duplex. Likewise, the IQ CH~3~ resonances shift upfield 0.4 ppm as compared to the *N*^2^-dG-IQ nucleoside. In the refined structure, the CH~3~ group faces into the minor groove, which may be consistent with the somewhat smaller upfield shift of the CH~3~ resonance as compared to that of the H4a, H7a, H8a, and H9a IQ proton resonances. At the 3′-neighbor base pair G^5^:C^20^, the upfield shift of C^20^ H6 resonance (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) is likely due to stacking in the presence of the IQ aryl ring. In contrast, the downfield chemical shift change of 1.3 ppm for the C^21^ H6 resonance relative to C^21^ in the unmodified duplex reflects the displacement of C^21^ into the major groove. The downfield chemical shifts observed for the 5′-flanking base C^3^ H6, X^4^ H8, and 3′-flanking base G^5^ H8 resonances (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) are difficult to interpret but presumably reflect the changes in shielding due to the base-displaced intercalated conformation of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct as compared to the normal Watson--Crick base pairing environment. At the lesion site, the X^4^ N1H imino proton resonance is observed (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that its exchange with water is slow. Significantly, when the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct was positioned at X^7^ (G^3^ in the *Nar*I sequence), the X^7^ N1H imino proton resonance was also observed in spectra.^[@ref64]^ The sharp resonance at 9.5 ppm was assigned to the X^4^*N*^2^H amino proton (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This resonance remained sharp to a temperature of 55 °C, when most of the duplex is melted, suggesting that a stabilizing effect comes from an intrastrand interaction.

Despite the rather substantial conformational perturbation introduced into the duplex by the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct (Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), the thermal melting temperature is 62 °C, as compared to 63 °C for the unmodified sequence. The minimal effect of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct upon the thermal stability of the duplex is attributed to favorable stacking interactions with bases C^20^ and G^22^, as shown in Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, which evidently compensate for the loss of Watson--Crick hydrogen bonding at the modified base pair. Similar effects have been observed for *N*^6^-dA adducts arising from alkylation by fjord-region dibenzo\[*a*,*l*\]pyrene diol epoxides, demonstrating the importance of base stacking to duplex stability.^[@ref98]−[@ref100]^

Similar Conformations of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ Adduct at Both Positions G^1^ and G^3^ of the *Nar*I Restriction Site Sequence {#sec4.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previously, the conformation of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct at the mutagenic hotspot, G^3^, in the 5′-d(G^1^G^2^CG^3^CC)-3′^[@ref66]−[@ref71]^*Nar*I recognition sequence was determined.^[@ref64]^ The conformations of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct at these two positions in the *Nar*I sequence are similar, as can be observed in the stacking interactions shown in Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. The CD spectra (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) confirm that the conformations of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adducts are similar when placed either at the G^1^ or G^3^ position of the *Nar*I sequence. Both modified sequences have a decrease in absorbance at the maximum wavelength (270 nm). The change in absorbance at this wavelength is likely related to DNA structure, particularly the average rotation between base pairs.^[@ref101]^ Therefore, the change in absorbance could correspond to an increase in the degrees per base pair of the duplex, but other secondary structures likely contribute to this change as well. A lack of a visible signal in both sequence contexts between 300 and 360 nm, where the IQ-induced signal should occur, could support that the conformation of the modified base adopts a similar conformation in both sequences, but this is inconclusive since the lack of signal could also be due to a reduction in the IQ chromophore from the linkage at dGuo *N*^2^ to the IQ ring. When placed at the G^2^ position in the *Nar*I sequence, the C8-AF-dG adduct exhibited a negative CD signal in the 300--360 nm range, which was assigned to the groove-bound conformation. In contrast, when placed at the G^1^ or G^3^ position of the *Nar*I sequence, a positive signal was observed for the C8-AF-dG adduct in the 300--360 nm range, which was assigned to the base-displaced intercalated conformation.^[@ref102]^

There are subtle differences between the conformations of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct located at the G^1^ vs G^3^ position (Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). This is perhaps due to the different nearest-neighbor sequence contexts for the two sites, 5′-C^3^X^4^G^5^C^6^′-3′ vs 5′-C^6^X^7^C^8^C^9^-3′, which differ in the 3′-flanking sequences. The modulation of both nucleotide excision repair and polymerase bypass of C8-dG arylamine adducts as a function of 3′-flanking sequence, attributed to differential conformational effects, including the orientation of base stacking, has been noted by Jain et al.^[@ref73]−[@ref75]^ In the present instance, the G^1^*N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct maintained planarity with the X^4^ guanine base (Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), but for the G^3^*N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct, the IQ aryl ring was inserted at a 15° angle relative to the X^7^ guanine base. In the G^1^ sequence context (Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), C^21^ rotated 20° further out of the duplex than did C^18^ in the G^3^ sequence context. A similar effect on the helical twist between the 5′-neighbor base to the modified base was observed, which was reduced by 30°. However, the G^1^*N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct showed greater unwinding of the duplex from the modified base to the 3′-neighbor, with an increase of 15° compared to the 9° increase for G^3^ duplex. The blue shifts in the CD data correspond to adduct-induced twisting and/or bending for both duplexes (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The chemical shifts of the IQ H7a and H9a protons in the G^1^ vs G^3^ sequence contexts are 0.45 and 0.3 ppm further downfield, respectively, for the G^1^ position, whereas all of the other IQ ring protons differed by less than 0.1 ppm. The localized unwinding of the duplex for the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct positioned at the G^1^ site could be sufficient to alter base stacking orientations with the IQ heterocyclic ring and account for the chemical shift differences of these protons, although these small conformational changes are not reflected in the respective *T*~m~ values of the duplexes.

Structure--Activity Relationships {#sec4.3}
---------------------------------

The ultimate carcinogen produced by IQ metabolism is a nitrenium ion (Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}), which alkylates DNA. The *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct is the minor alkylaton product,^[@ref51]−[@ref53]^ with the C8-dG-IQ adduct being the major product (Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}). Nevertheless, in rat tissues, the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct is more persistent than is the C8-dG-IQ adduct^[@ref59]^ and is anticipated to contribute more toward the genotoxic properties of IQ.^[@ref103]^ The relative thermal stability of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct as compared to the corresponding unmodified duplex was also noted when the lesion was placed at G^3^ of the *Nar*I sequence.^[@ref64]^ The minimal effects of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adducts upon the *T*~m~ values of the duplexes may help to explain the relative persistence of this adduct in rat tissues.^[@ref59]^

If it is not repaired, the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct is mutagenic. Choi et al.^[@ref72]^ placed the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct at either the G^1^ or G^3^ site of the *Nar*I sequence, in which the G^3^ site is a hot spot for frameshift mutations in bacteria with the model arylamine derivative 2-acetylaminofluorene but G^1^ is not.^[@ref67]−[@ref69],[@ref71]^ Choi et al.^[@ref72]^ showed that primer extension by hpol η beyond template *N*^2^-dG-IQ adducts was more efficient than that for hpol κ and much better than that for pol ι or δ. In single-base incorporation studies, hpol η correctly inserted dCTP and incorrectly inserted dATP, hpol ι incorrectly inserted dTTP, and hpol κ incorrectly inserted dGTP. Steady-state kinetic parameters were measured for these dNTPs opposite the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adducts at both sites, being most favorable for hpol η. Mass spectrometric analyses of extension products arising from hpol η bypass revealed that a −2 deletion occurred for the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct at the G^3^ position. With the G^1^*N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct, dCTP was correctly inserted, but further extension then stalled. Thus, hpol η products yielded frameshifts with the *N*^2^-dG-IQ at the G^3^ position but not at the G^1^ position of the *Nar*I sequence.^[@ref72]^ The present studies, revealing that the base-displaced intercalated conformations of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adducts are similar at both the G^1^ and G^3^ positions of the *Nar*I sequence (Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}), do not readily explain the difference in bypass by hpol η at the two sites. It seems likely that the ability of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct to induce −2 base deletions at the G^3^ site but not at the G^1^ site must instead be determined by sequence-specific differences in the chemistry and structural biology of lesion bypass in the presence of hpol η, e.g., differences in abilities to form or to process slipped frameshift intermediates during lesion bypass, as has been proposed by Jain et al.^[@ref75],[@ref102]^ Again, the identities of the 3′-flanking sequences may be of importance in the stabilization of such enzyme-bound frameshift intermediates.^[@ref73]−[@ref75]^ Studies to examine the details of specific interactions between the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct at either the G^1^ vs G^3^ position, in the presence of pol η, will thus be of interest.

Summary {#sec5}
=======

*N*^2^-dG-IQ assumes a base-displaced intercalated conformation when placed site specifically at the G^1^ position in the *Nar*I restriction endonuclease sequence. The overall conformation is similar to that for the same adduct placed at the G^3^ position. Consequently, we conclude that in the *Nar*I 5′-d(CG^1^G^2^CG^3^CC)-3′ restriction site the conformation of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct does not strongly depend upon sequence, although there are subtle differences in the base-displaced intercalated conformations at the G^1^ vs G^3^ position, which may be related to differences in the respective 3′-flanking sequences.^[@ref73]−[@ref75]^ Moreover, at both positions G^1^ and G^3^, the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct does not significantly reduce the *T*~m~ of the duplex,^[@ref64]^ which correlates with the observation that the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct is less efficiently repaired in rat tissues^[@ref59]^ as compared to that for the C8-dG-IQ adduct, which does reduce the *T*~m~ of the duplex. This differs from the C8-dG-IQ adduct, the conformation of which is sensitive to sequence context in the *Nar*I restriction site. Nevertheless, the *N*^2^-dG-IQ adduct is differentially processed by hpol η when placed at the G^1^ vs G^3^ position,^[@ref72]^ suggesting that replication bypass by hpol η may involve sequence-specific differences in the ability to form the enzyme-bound transient strand slippage intermediates that are associated with frameshift mutations.

Tables S1: Comparative thermal melting temperatures (*T*~m~) of IQ-, AF-, and AAF-modified oligodeoxynucleotides. Table S2: Chemical shift assignments (ppm) for the nonexchangeable DNA protons of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ modified duplex at the G^1^ position of the *Nar*I sequence. Table S3: Chemical shift assignments (ppm) for the exchangeable DNA protons of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ modified duplex at the G^1^ position of the *Nar*I sequence. Table S4: Chemical shift assignments for the IQ protons of the *N*^2^-dG-IQ modified duplex at the G^1^ position of the *Nar*I sequence. The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.chemrestox.5b00140](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.chemrestox.5b00140).
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The structural coordinates were deposited in the Protein Data Bank ([www.rcsb.org](www.rcsb.org)): the PDB ID code for the *N*^2^-dG-IQ duplex is 2N0Q.
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